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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Within the range ·of speech disorders, stuttering has evoked much 
controversy among men:ibers of the speech profession .. As the field of 
speech therapy has developed, a diversity of opinion regarding possible 
etiologies and consequent therapy for the individual who stutters has 
been advanced. 
Stutte:riJ:ig has been considered either .a neurological, physiologi-
cal, or psychological difficulty, and sometimes a composite of these. 
A definite lack of infor:rnation and understanding r.ega:rding this 
problem has created an abundance of speculation. However, no sub-
stantial information regarding .a-ctual therapeutic techniques is availa-
ble. The majority of literature on. this subject is. highly theoretical and 
hypothetical, lacking p:ractical application of the theoretical concepts. 
I. THE PRQBLEM 
Statement of the Problem 
It. was the purpose of this project to develop and validate an effec-
tive measuring device which would reveal current therapeutic techniques 
employed with individuals who stutter. A survey form containing ma-
terial drawn from literature on stuttering was constructed and distribu-
ted for criticism and evaluation to jury and pUot groups, each composed 
= 
= 
_z ... 
of twenty-five members. 
Justification of the Problem 
Because a review of lite.rature brought to light a lack of in£orma-
tion regarding the practical application of the theoretical concepts con-
cerning stuttering, these inve.stigators believed that a study designed to 
reveal such techniques waa indica-ted. It would seem that current 
approaches to stuttering would be more adequately revealed through 
knowledge of specific th-erapeutic techniques than through statements of 
th·eo:ry. 
The writers of this thesis concu:r with Ainsworth when he states 
that, 11Gertainly, from th:e standpoint o£ the stutte:rer himself, the 
theoretical implications of a speech pathologist's therapeutic program 
would seem more truly indicative -Of his basic point of view .than would 
a statement of the theory "Q.D.:related to considerations o£ therapy. rr1 
Scope 
It is not within the scope of this p.roje:ct to survey the metho:ds no 
employed in: therapy with stutterers-, but rathe:r to validate and evaluate, 
through a pilot study, an effective meas\,lring device which could be 
ut:U.i:zed at a later date. 
1 AinE!worth, Stanley, ''Integ:rat:i.n.g Theories .of Stuttering 11, Jou:r-
nal of Speech and Hearing Dis:orders, 10:20'9, 1945. 
= 
= 
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II. DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Client. The term: client ia used throughout this thesis to indicate 
the :recipient of any professional service which has as- its ultimate goal 
the dimi:riiLtion. or elimination o£ a speech problem. 
Technique. The term technique has been interpreted as meaning 
any specific procedure. employed by the therapist in rendering services 
to the client. 
= 
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CHAPTER II 
REY!EW OF LITERATURE. 
In&;>far as possible, ava.Uable literature concerning the.ories and 
th{Japiea of stu.tte:t'ing publi-shed betweenl915 and 1955 was. examined. 
Many books and periodicals dealing with atutte_ring etiology and therapy 
were read by the investigators for the purpose oi .obta.Wng both general 
and specific techniques used in stu.ttering therapy. !twas found upb.n 
exa.min.ation, however, that few books and pedodicala- offered different 
and original approaches and/or techniques regarding therapy with 
stutterers~ For this reason, only tho-se authors. of bo.ok~ and periodi-
cals. who exp_r.e.s.s original theoretical cbncepta and therapeutic imple-
mentation of these concepts will be discus-sed here • 
.Stuttering: Significant Theories. and Therapies1 by Eugene H~1, 
and 1'In.tegrating Theeiries of Stutterlng 1t, by Stanley Ainsworthz, were 
extremely helpful to, the investigators in establishing a frame of refer-
e.nce for the choice of source material. 
1Hahn, :Eugene, Stu.ttering: Significant The9rie.s and Therapies, 
(Stanford University, Stanford 'Oniversity Press, 1943.. ) 
2 . Ainsworth~ Stanley, rtintegrating Theories of Stuttering 11, J.S~ 
10:205-210, 1945. 
= 
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In additio-n to bo:oks and periodicals dealin:g specifically with the 
problem of stuttering, the investigators read fro.m the field of counsel-
ing psychology for techniques_ us:ed i:r:tpsycho,the.rapy with neurotics and 
psychoneur:otics. Statements repxese,ntin_g the. theory and practice of 
non:...directive clie;n.t .... centered the.rapy as formulated by Roge.rs- were 
. d' 3 include 1n the survey form.. 
Theories: rega.rding the etiology of stuttering .may be broadly cata .... 
gori.zed into th.ree main. divisionsr {1) the belief that stu.~ering is an 
e.xpression of emotiona;l m:aladjustm::ent; (2) the belie£ that s.tuttering de-
velops becaus.e of unfavor-able reactions. to normal speech hesistancy by 
those with whom the child co.n:re.s into contact, and (3) the belief that 
stuttering is the res.ult of physiological and/or neurological malfunction. 
It. is- the purpose of the writer-s of this thesis to present the most 
impertant postulate:s rega:rding stuttering therapy and to attempt. to 
point out the areas. of ~gxeement and disagreement in terms: .of both 
theory and therapy. 
In ox-der to insure a :faix and Ulibiase:d p.resentation of theoretical 
concepts, the writers have chocBen to include the propounder 1 s own e:x;-
planation of his theory whenever possible. 
3 R.ogexs, Carl, Client-Centered TheraE_y~ (Boston: Houghton-
Mifflin G 1950 ) 
= 
= 
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I. EMOTIONAL CAUSATION 
Samuel D. Robbins, of ~e~s.o:ri Coll~ge, Boston, Mas.sachusetts, 
believes that ttStutte:r:ing is one of the .many Hymptoms of certain p-sycho 
neurosis. It appears m:o·st frequently in nervou-s individuals who inh-erit 
a ten:den;cy either to stutter .or to exhibit other nervous. traits. It is 
often intermittent, and usually varies in severity with the emotional 
tensien, self-consciou.-snes.s, o:r the .degre,e of excitability .of the Atuttex 
er. Stutte:ting is accompanied by marked increase in heart rate and in 
bloo.d pressure and by a very noticeable rush .of bloo.d to the brain, 
"Which tempo.rarily impai:r s all typ~s of ve:~;bal im.age:ry, and causes. con 
iusio;o.: in thought, which aggravates the stuttering. Although this cere-
bral congestion might he considered the physio1o_gical cause of stan::m:ter 
ing, the lack of emotiqnal contr,<;>l which brought about cerebral conges:-
tion is p::rob.ably the true cause of stuttering. (This caus.es. inhibition' oi 
:the condi tione.d reflex of s.peech. } ul 
As Ro hbins-2 . bell eves .the basic ·caus.e .of s:tuttering to .be lack of 
emotional co.n.:trol, the te.chniqu.es utilized in therapy are aimed at 
1Hahn, .Eugene, Stuttering: Si.gnificant Theories. and Therapies, 
{Sta.J::tford University: Stanfo:r.d University PreS'S, 1943), p. 83. 
2 
Ibid., J?P· 83~87. 
::: 
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increasing e:m.otion:ar control through nexozenous psychotherapy". 1 
Specific techniques fox controlling the stuttering block include primar-
ily us,e .of the pneumogra.Ph, recorderi and telephone. 2 
HAccording to .Iv.I:rs .. Mabel F. Gifford, Chief of the Bureau of 
Speech C-orrection of the Etate of Caliiornia, stuttering is purely 
psychological in origin -a problem of emotional :r.naladjustment involv-
ing the total.pe.:rs.onality. The. conflicts. arising from emotional malad-
justments are e:xpressed thxough the speech tract in spasmodic dis-
tu:rbances.. These symptoms. soon become fixed because both parents 
and child believe it to he a speech difficulty, after which the entire ·at-
tention is placed upon the .symptom with little understanding of tb:e 
causes that are producing it. 113 
Although M:r s. Gifford believes emo,tional maladjustment to be th 
sole causative facto.:r in stuttering, the therapeutic approach to the 
111Exogenous psychothe.:rapy 0 : There appear to be widely diver-
gent concepts as to whatm.a.y be termed 11psychotherapy11• The type of 
11psychotherapy 11 employ.ed by tho.se authors who recommend the giving 
of advice and the utilization of di:rect methods of fostexing attitude 
changes will be :referred to as employing lfexogenous psychotherapy 11 in 
cont:rast to those autho:rs who. :reconun.end the utilization of traditional 
''psychotherapytt. 
2 !nformation revealed through cor:respondence with the author. 
= 
= 
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problem. is a sym.pto.matic one, inyolving e.mploynxent o£ physical and 
mental relaxation, and auto-suggestion for the purpocse :o£ m-c>di:fying 
1 
self-concept. · 
11Dr. John M. FletcheJ;, Pr-ofessor of Psychology at Tulane Uni-
ver sity, is conyince.d that stuttering is a psychol6gical di:fficulty, tt and 
that 11it should be diagnos.ed and described as well as treated as a/uxor-
bidity of social consciousnes.s, a hyp-ersensitivity of social attitude, a 
pathological s.ocial response ...• The principal facto-rs which enter into. 
the causation :of this form: of social maladjustment are fear, dread, 
apxiety, worry, inferiority fe·eling.s~ and similar attitudes. o£ .mind, all 
of which haye their _genesis· in :Specific expe:den·ces. It i-s not £ear in 
general, or dread or anx:iety or wor:r:y in general, but. fear, dread, 
worry, and anxiety e:xperience.d in anticipation o£ the neces::sity to spe'ak. 
undex cextain: definite .condition-s which sets :of£ the stutterer Is_ pathologi 
cal :reactions. Memories_ o£ previous experiences and their attendant 
sufferings s.e.rve as perpetually renewed caus.al agencies. 112 
Fletchex Is. therapeutic method consists o£ 1 ~exogenous phychother- Jl~ 
a_pyll in which educational :rehabilitation should form: the core of therapy. 
1 Gifford, Mabel F. , How to Overcome Stuttering, (New York: 
Prentice Hall, 1940). 
2 Barbara, Domeni-ck., Stuttering, A Psychodynanric Approach to 
= 
= 
Removal of environmental confli:c:t:.s. and reiteration and repitition of 
healthy, positive experiences is stress.ed. 1 
Dominick Barbara, M.D., of Ja::r:naica~ New York, considers 
stuttering to b:e •••• nan expres:IP;on .of anxiety, which results when the 
protective structure .of the organism. in a neurot:i:c .Structure becom.es 
threatened.and disor_ganizec;l. 1 ~ 
A psychoanalytic approach, dealing with the tptal personality, is 
the core of the treatment outlined by Dr. Barbar:a. Conflic~ in the 
environment should be removed, if possible, in the cas.e of the young 
3 
.s.tuttere.r. 
rrnr. Smiley Blanton, of Cornell Medical College, believes_ that 
psychological factors: are the primary causes of stuttering and that fear 
states of the stutter·er preve;1t the cortex fr.o_m exerting control over the 
organs used in _syeech. The cau.s:e lies in; the emotional conscious and 
Its Understanqlng and T.reatr.n:ent, {New York: The Julian Press, Inc. , 
1954), p. Z7. 
I 
Fletcher, John, The Problem 'Qi Stuttering, (New Yo.rk: 
Longn:tans, Green, and Company, 19.28}. 
2Ba ... b., ... :a. n · ni k cit 64 
... "'-'-· • onu c , op. ~ p. . 
3J;bid. 
= 
unc.onscious mind .of the stutte.:re.r. Stu..tte.ring is the s.ym.ptom of the 
emotional difficulty, and the physical sy.mptom:.s can .be explained neu.r-
.ologically. n1 
,A psychological appxoach is prefe.rred by Dx. Blant()n1 but if it 
is not expedient, a program. designed to relieve enxotional tensions is 
:r:ecom:m.ended. Direct work on the sym.pto;m i:s unde.:rtak.«W. only when 
. 2 
it will help in releasing tb;ese tensions. 
Dr. Is.ador H. Go:dat of Bostpn comments.: 11S:fam.me:r:ing is a. 
psychoneurosis caused by the persistence into latex life of ea:~:ly prP.gAn~ 
ital .o:r:al nursing, o:r:al sadistic, a;o.d .anal sadistic co.m.poneJ?-ts. The 
te:r:m lp:r:.egen:itall refe:r:s. to the organ:i.z;:ttion. o£ the ae:x:uallife of the 
child du:r:ing the ea:t;ly infantile pe:r:iod befo:r:e the genital zq.n.e has as-
su.rn.ed a domiJJati.ng role. In ca.ses of .stamm:.e.:t:ing, these va:r:ious. pre-
genital tendencies can be definitely observed when :attempts a:r:e made to 
speak, and they als.o appea:r: in characte:r:is.tic oral.n:u:r:sing and oral 
·cannibalistic dreams, sho:wing that the stammerer has not ove.rco.me 
these pregenital impulsecS. in the course of adult developm-ent. 113 
1Hahn, Eugene, op. cit., p. 11. 
2 Ibid., pp. 14-15. 
3 Hahn, Eugene, op. cit. , p. 27. 
= 
Therapy -ahc;>uld be psychoanalytical in which the client relinquish-
es. fox.m..s of oral gratification such as Bnl.X)king and gum~ chewing. 1 
A. B. Qottlober states: H'the p:~Zesent writer does: not believe that 
all children aJ;"e potential blockers. but only those with a particular co.m~ 
plex of personality traits. who. have been ex:pos:ed to ce:r:tain types ,of ex-
periences adequate, in their caS;e, to cause them to develop a state of 
anxiety. That this. anxiety i~ manifested in the form c;>f blocking is, in 
our opinion, purely accidental. With different _precipitating stim.uli 
-operating, the s:ymptom.s. of the anxiety state mizht have been bed ... 
wettitt_g, night terrors, ya::t'iou·s. phobias and compulsions, etc. It be-
comes blocking for the reason Johnson points .out, i. e. 1 that it is his 
'<h:is speech behavior to which his attention has peen called. n2 
Got(;J.ober believes that effective therapy must deal with the whole 
personality. Four main procedures are followed in treatment: (1) 
education of the client regardin.g stuttering, {2) reconditioning of the. 
speech pattern to replace the conditioned response. (s~tuttexing} wi~ 
normal speech, (3) exercises. to._prom.qte gene:ral relaxation, and (4) 
1 . 
Coriat, Isador, 1'Stamm:ering as a Psychoneur.o:sisrt, Journal of 
Abnormal, Psychology, 9: 417-42.<)', 1915. 
2 Qottlober, A. B., Understanding Stuttering, (New Yc;>rk: Grun.e 
and Stratton, Inc., 1953), p. 16. 
= 
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psychotherapy. Reconditioning and relaxation are employed along with 
psychotherapy because the stuttering sym.pto:m. is neuromuscular and 
must be mechanically unconditioned. 1 
Dr. Joseph G. Sheehan describes the 'approach-avoidance con~ 
£1ict 11 theory he has formulate-d. 11For the stutterer, the speaking of a 
difficult wo·rd involves a goal, that of communication, but also a fear, 
that of inability to communicate .... From the fact that the fear-moti -
vated avoidance gradient is. steeper· than the reward-motivated app ,;:~r"h 
gradien±, it can.be seen that an o:tganismput inanapproach-avoidance 
conflict situation will go part-way and then stop, or oscillate helples ly 
in the ~one where the gradients: cross. Many of the secondary sy:m.p-
to:m.s- of stuttering, as analyzed by V.an Riper,. may be interpreted as 
compensatory .effo.rts to overcome avoidance~ to go forward in the face 
of fear •..• Five distinct levels (of conflict) emerge: word-level; 
situation-....Ievel; emotional content-level; relationship level~ and ego-
Z 
prote ctive-level. 11 
Before plans: for therapy are made, the level of approach-'"avoid-
ance conflict of a particular stutterer should be as.ce:rtained. Therapy 
1 . . . Gottlobe.:r, A. B., Understanding Stutter:tng, (New York: Grune 
and Stratton, Inc., 1953), p. 16. 
z She·ehan, J. G., lt'J'.heory and 't:reatm.ent of Stuttering as an Ap ... 
p-reach-Avoidance Conflict 11, Jo1;IJ:'llal of Psychology, 36rz7 ... 49, 1953. 
= 
co_nsists esS-entially ,Qf atten::tpts. to elir.rrlna.te the avoidance drive and 
reinfo-rce a:rrd si::r'eng.then the appxoach drive. This is accomplished by 
having .the client. stutte.r often and :f:reely, modifying the type -of block 
he utilizes from time to time. When the approach-avoidance conflict 
is: on a more pr-ofound level, psychothexapy is reco;:nmended. 1 
Carl Roge:rs has. de:velope.d a; psychothexapeutic appr.oach called 
rtclient-centered ther.apy 11, to, be us:ed with e:r::n:ot:I.onally disturbe.d indi-
yiduals, base:d upon the following beliefs: 
''Unde-r certain conditions, involving primarily absence .of any 
threat to the s:elf-s.tructure, e::x:pe:riences which are inconsis.tent with it 
may be perceived, and examined, and the st:ructu:re of self revised to 
as.similate and include s:uch experien-ces. ,;z_ 
HThis theory ~s basically phenomenological in character, and re-
lies heavilyupon the c6ncepto£ the self as an explanatory construct. 
It pictures the end-point of pe:~;sonality development as. being a basic 
congruence between the phenOmenal field :of :experience and the concept-
ua1 __s:tructu:re of the self - a situation which, if achieved, wo:uld 
1Sheehan, J. G., 'l'The Modification of Stuttering Th:rough N.on-
Reinforcementn, Jou:r:nal o£ Abno:r:mal and Social Psychology, 46:51-63, 
1951. 
~oge:rs, Oa:rl, Client-Gentere.d Therapy, (Bostom Houghton-
Mifflin Company, 1950), p. 517. 
= 
= 
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reprcesent fre,edo.m. from internal strain and anxiety, and freedom fro.m. 
potential strain3 which would :repre.sent the lna.X:i.mum in realist:i:cally 
oriented adaptation; which would mean the e.s.tablishment of an in:divi-
duali12<ed value system having considerable identity with. the value o£ any 
1 
other equally well-adjusted member of the human race. tt 
In his book, Client-Centered Therapy~ Rogers presents exce.rpts 
of therapy with an adoles.cent s.tuttere:~;. 2 After two years ~o£ therapy, 
Roger.s reported~ the .s.tuttering aym.ptom had disappeared. Client-
centered therapy for this. bo:y; as well as. for individuals· with other .emo-
ti.onal problems, is structur~il in the following manner: the therapistt s 
primary function: is that .of an ac.tive listener; thr9.ugh understanding and 
reflecting the feelings .. of the clie.nt.7 the therapist provides_ an atmos-
phere in which the client feels. free to expxess. and e_xa.mine his feeling-s. 
The therapist does not attempt to interpret the cllentrs behavior, nor 
3. 
direct the thera:py ses_s.ion.. 
Dr. Appelt makes the following statements regarding the etiology 
of stuttering: trp:s.ychogen:etic stuttering always originat.es on this 
foundation: inferiority-disposition, in which the child experiences 
1 
. 53 Rogers, .op. clt., p. 2. 
2 1bid., pp. 247-254. 
3Ibid n:n. 131-196 
= 
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intensively his impotence and~ in relation ther:ewith, the anxiety ten-
sion.~serve-s as releasing nio.ments.. Th-e tone-building_ beco.mes aggra-
vated under the activity of tb:e:s'e. intra-physical tensions; sometim:es it 
becom:es entirely impossible, with the result that the automatic course 
t>£ the speech act is checked or entirely inhibited. If these checks are 
repeated on other .occasions, the child becomes an easy prey to the dan-
gerous tendency to .direct his attention toward his difficult speaking .and 
the:rewith shifts the ac-cent from the 11what7 rtto the 'how? tt. 
11Since the child~s total attitude. is. towa:rd s.ecurity, he an:ticipates.. 
difficulties in speaking and, finally~ he identifies himself to a certain 
degree with his. sy.m.ptom. This ide.ntification. effect, which the stutter-
er is not cons:cious :of, must be regarded a:.s mos.t dangerous. Fox in 
this unconscious. pro.cess the speech difficulty is.. always.: experienced as 
if it exercised over him. an absolute: dictator~_p agains-t which he is en'"" 
tirely helpless .. 111 
Dr. Applet do:es. not enumerate specific therapeutic techniques! 
however, a general psychotherapeutic approach is followed for the pur-
pose of eliminating anxiety and feelings .of impotency. 2 
1 . . 
Hahn, Eugene, Stutt.ering: Significant Theories. and Therapies, 
(.Stanford, California: ,Stanford University Pres.s, 1943.), pp.ll9-120. 
ZApp·elt, Alfred, Sta.nn:nering and Its Permanent Cure, {New York 
=====~~~~~~~~w~ 
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Although all of the authors represented in this section are of the 
.opinion. that stuttering is- an expression of emotional maladjustment, 
thethe:r:apeutic techniques cho-Sen to implement the basic premise are 
dis similar. 
Six of the nine author!} recommend th.atpaychotherapy o-r psycho-
analysis- be the preferred t-reatment, while two recommend formal 
speech therapy and rrexoge.nous, psychotherapyni the remaining author 
advocates. environm:ental.m.anipulation in co:njunction with strengthening 
the positive feelings: toward -speech. 
II. DEVELOPM;ENTAL CAUSATION 
Wcendell Johnsnn defines:. :stuttering as Han anticipatory, apprehen-
sive, hype:rtonic avoidance reactlonH. 1 
HStutte:rin;g as a clinical problem, as a definite disorder, was. 
found to occu:r not before being dia_gnose~ but after being diagnosed. 
In order to empha.size this finding, I have .coined the term diagnosogen-
ic; stuttering is a diagnosogen.ic disorder in the s.ens:e that the diagnosis 
oi stuttering is: one of the caus,ea of the dis~order. '~ 
1 Johnson, Wendell, et. al., Speech Handicapped School Children, 
(New York: Harper &. Br:o.ther1;1, 1948), p. 182. 
Z:Johnson, Wendell, in Quandaries: The Semantics o£ Per 
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Parental education and manipulation of the environment are re .... 
com.m.ended in treati.n:g the young stutterer. With the older s.tuttere.r, 
therapy which will emphasize his ability tQ, produce normal speech ia 
ei:l:lployed through the u::(e o£ choral and rhythmical speaking. Conscious 
stuttering is employed to aid in alleviating the s"econdary characteris ... 
tics. The stu.tter:er is encouraged to. develop .more under s.tandin.g both 
o£ self and of stuttering~ by dete:rmining his assets and 4abilities~ .an-
al~g his reaci:ion, and info'rming himself of the nature of stuttexin.g. 1 
",Dr. C. S. .Bluemel, of Denyer, Coloxado, believes tha-t speech 
is a conditioned re.spon13e and that stammering is an inhibition which 
occurs .before the speech reflex is se.cur:ely established. Stammexing 
has its onset in the early years of life because the cond:f.tione.d reflex of 
spe:e.ch is now a fued and secure :respons-e. 
''1n the perlo.d when the speech r'eflex is not securely e.s,tabllshed -
that is, in childhood- it is .. often inhibited by. excitement and fatigue. 
This physiological inhibition leads to. transient stammering, which is 
experienced by the avexage child. "When the inhibition is severe, .o.r 
1 Joh:o:s:on, Wendell, e:t. al. , SpeeCh Hand:f.cappe.d School Ghll-
d.re.n, op. cit. 
= 
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when the cause of the in.hibitiOOLpe:rsistS,~ the starnm:ering beco;r:nes 
chronic. Causes of persistent stam:n::ter:lng are sho-ck1 illness, fear, 
and continuing emotional .stres.s. n1 
Therapy outlined by B;lue;mel fo:~; the young stutterer consists p.ri-
m.a.rlly of bed-rest and sedation and a tra.nqull environment. With the: 
older stutterer~ the no-rmal conditioned speech refle:z: is fostere.d by 
br-eaking the established reflex, an.:d :reinforcing the normal speech :r:e ... 
2 £lex through formal speech therapy. 
rtEnrll FrQ-e-schels:, M. D., .of New Yo-rk City, (£o:rme.rly Directox 
·o£ Spe-ech Clinic at .the Univer$ity o£ Viell!l.a,) 1 calls. stuttering tdiS$0cia-
tive aphasia f. He believes there is a disturbanc-e of the tho'll;ght pro-
ce.s.se.s, a deficiency in word finding and sente_nc·e formation, and later 
on, an inte:;rfe:rence between the ideas. which the patient wants to utter 
and ideas. o£ existing d:ifficult:l.ces. ,At the onset the causes are largely 
physiological in nature {becaus-e about eighty percent of children pas.s 
through a short pe.rio.d o£ syllable-repeating); but, as .time pas.ses1 
psychological reactions develop which may be considered a form: o£ 
1Ha.hn, E:ug-ene> op~ cl,t., p. 16. 
2Bletunel, C. S., Stam:m.e.ring ·and Allied Dis.orders, (New York; 
MacMillan Company, 193.5). 
= 
= 
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psychonem:osis. Froes.chels finds considerable evidence that the afflic-
tion is linked up with subconscious volition, the will to stutter. 111 
Therapy outlined by Froeschels consists of 1'breath-chewing 11 
and 11yentriloquism11 for diversion from the speech process. Mention is 
2 
also made to what F:roesch.el:s terms ngeneral psychothe:rapy 11• 
All of th-e authors :repre.sented here adhere to the theory that 
stuttering is the :result oi, or the reaction to, no:r:rnal speech he.sitancy 
in childhood. All authors recomri::tend a direct speech approach, but, 
however, with different pu.rpo~es in mind. Blue:rnel attempts to estab-
lish the "normal speech r;efie:x:H, Johns.on attempts primarily to demon-
stxate to the stutterer that he is essentially like non-s.tutterers and that 
he can speak normally, and Froeschels attempts to ellminate stuttering 
by diverting the stutterer Is attention from. speech through the 11breath"-
chewing It method and, when this approach fails., through nventrlloquis:rn 11 
m. CONSTITUTIONAL GA USATION 
Charles Van Riper conceives o£ stuttering in the :following :man-
ne:rr HStuttering then has a :multiple origin. It can emerge out of 
1
Barbara, op. cit., p. 33. 
2Froeschel~ ~Psychological Elem~nts in Speech, (Magnolia, 
Mass.: Expression Company, 1932). 
(. 
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backgrounds, of emotional conflict, low frustration tolerance, a speech 
enviromnent fille-d with fluency disrupter S-1 a poorly timed dysphemia, 
parental labeling of the normal non-fluencies as abnormal, and from the 
stres,s felt by most children if, driven by their parents, they try too 
swiftly to master the art of talking in phrases and sentences~ Of all 
these factors, the last is probably the most comm.on source of stutter-
ing. Our cul~e stress.ea the acquis-ition of adult forms. of speech at 
too early an age and at the same time it provides no adequate methods 
of teaching the child to be fluent. 111 
"Originally, I believe, the average child who begins to stutter 
does so because his nervous. system is. less capable of coordinating the 
paired apeech musculatures in the precis-e temporal pattern required by 
normal s.peech; or his comm.unication is subjected to such tremendous 
pressures that his normal nervous system is incapable oi the intricate 
integration involved. I believe that the m.ajorlty of cases fall into the 
2 former category. 11 
Van Riper l s therapy for the young stutterer employs parental 
1
van Riper, Charles, Speech Gorrectinn: Principles and 
Methods, {Third Edition}, {New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1954) 
2Ibid.. 
= 
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education in removing speech and emotional conflicts. The therapeutic 
techniques used with the older stutterer are a:;;signm.ents to increase 
unde.rstanding of the defect, developing rhythm. in the use of the paired 
speech musculature, association of unilateral activities, pseudo~ 
stuttering to decrease shame, and controlled voluntary stuttering to 
relinquish secondary characteristics. 11Exogenous psychotherapylt is 
I 
utilized to. improve emotional security. 
Walter B. Swift of Boston believes the following: At the time 
that the psychoanalysts were lookill:g for a subconscious. p.rocess as the 
cause of stuttering I was looking for a conscious pr.ocess. I made a 
study of the speech background of a group of individuals with normal 
speech at the Psychopathic Hospital in Boston, giving each person a 
sente.nce and asking him to repeat that sentence and then to tell what 
was in his mind as he. did so. Each individual reported having a mental 
picture as he -repeated the sentence. The same experiment was .. then 
conducted with a g:roup of stuttering cas.e.s. ,Among them at once appear 
ed a deficiency in the visual process ... a slight diminution, a total ab-
sence, or a too rapid process of visualization. 
The deficiency wa.s- definitely located in the cuneus of the 
-~- =======~~~~~~1~V===a=n=_=Ri~p=e=r~,===C===.~·=S~p~-:e:e:c:h::C:o:r:r:e:c::ti:o:n:t;;P;r;i;n;c;i~p;l;e;s;an;;;d;~;;e;th~o;d;s~,===~=============== 
===w'= loc cit. 
= 
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visualization area. It followed that the treatment should include build-
ing up the visualization area - stimulating the function of pictu:dzation 
until the process should become conscious and continuous.. The cause 
was~ then, no subconscious complex, but rather the faillll"e of a con-
scious function~ quickly .discovered and easily treated. u1 
Speaking and bodily exerciaes are employed by Swift to promote 
relaxation. Since Swift believes that the stutterer is deficient in the 
proces.s of visualization, therapy aimed at the visualization of objects,. 
stories and conversation is employed. 2 
Dr. Lee Edward Travis is reported to have comm.ented: HThe 
organs used in speech lie directly in the center of the body. The t·ongue 
for example, is made up of pairs of .muscles, with muscles of a pair 
alike in stl"Ucture b-t~.t placed on oppo:Site aides. of the midline and _gov-
erned by different hemispheres of the brain. The same is true of .the 
other organs: lips, jaws, v.ocal cords, soft palate, pharynx, larynx, 
and respiratory system. Each organ consists of paired muscles, from 
each of which run nerve fibers to opposite aides. of the brain. Thus a:tiy 
1Hahn~ op. cit. , p. 95. 
z 
Swift, W. B., 11The Psychological Analysis. of Stuttering", 
Journal of Abnonnal Psychology, 20: 225, 1915-16. 
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inha.:rm.ony of action which occurs in the brain may :result in the inability 
of the paired muscles of the speech mechall.ism. to function toge.thex in 
time and space. Such lack of coordination of the speech muscles: would 
be apparent in a stuttering spasm. 1 
Exercises designed to st:renzthen the dominant side a:re employ-
ed by T.:ravis along with simultaneous. writing and speaking exe:rcis·es. 
Conscious stuttering, assign..ments, and a mental hygiene p:r.ogxam a:re 
used to establish a :realistic view toward the defect, .Recently, Travis 
has been placing more emphasis on the psychotherapeutic, rathe:r than 
2 
the formal, approach. 
1~ccording to Dr. Robert West, of the Unl.versity of Wisconsin, 
stuttering is the. ma:p;ifeatation of an inner psychophysical condition 
known as dysphe:rnia. The stuttering can he described, but dysphemia 
itself still remains obscure. The social factor·s of situations which 
arouse any forms of fear contribute to dysphemia. From. a biological 
point of view, the stutterer':.s failings in speech are not necessarily 
pathological, anymore than inability to perfo:rm. any other learned act 
1Hahn1 op. cit., p. 100. 
2 
Travis, Lee, 11My Present Thinking on Stutte:dng 11, Western 
Speech~ 10: 3-5, 1946. 
= 
is ipso facto evidence of diseas-e. In other words, stuttering does. not 
mean that. parts of the body are failing in their basic functions. The 
stuttere-r is. usually normal in organs and muscle.s and in every function 
except speech. No differenc.es in the functioning of his. cerebral cortex 
can be proved. Yet there is. a biological background for dysphemia. nl 
urn general~ Westts recommendations are not to group stutter-
ers. indiscriminately: but to give them individual treatment, emphasiz .. 
ing mental and physical hygiene and the stabilization of the individuall·s 
environment. Phas.es of the correction include relaxation exercises 
for the production: of smooth tone$, gynmastic and breathing exercises 
for voluntary control. 11 He continues. to state that 11 ••• no standardiza-
tion of procedure can be applied to psychogenic disorders .of speech. 
The therapeutic measures may compromise a variety of social read-
justments. 112 
'T))r. Boo.me, Principal Assistant Medical Officer, London 
County Council, considers the causes. of s.tammering to be two: the 
endogenoua or constitutional, by which the child inherits neuropathic 
tendencies which p:redispo se him to stammer~ and the exogenous. or 
1 Hahn, op. cit., p. 110. 
2 Ibid., p. 112. 
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environmental factors~ am.ong which are included shock1 fright1 illne.ss1 
and strain. The instability of the neryous system. is. the primary cause 
of sta.Innlering~ while the environm.ental factors~ by weakening the 
individuaits physical and psychical resistance, serve. to reveal the la ... 
1 
tent tendency. u 
The ~era_peutic techniques employed by Boome stresses progres· 
sive :relaxation o£ the musculature. Auto-suggestion is employed for 
the purpoae of .relaxation and developing confidence in speaking situa-
. 2 
tlons. 
Dr. Bryng Bryngelson of the University of Minnesota comments: 
"Dysphemia refers to .an irregularity of neural integration in that por-
tion of the central nervous system. responsible for th:e flow of nerve 
impulses to the speech mu::Jculatu:re. The most commonly observed rn;:m 
ifestations o.r phenomena o£ this central state of neurologic disintegra-
tion are the clonic and tonic interruptions of the breath stream1 a·ccom-
_panied by marked lack of coordination of the midline bilateral speech 
structureS:. Such disjointed peripheral behavior I prefer to call 
1 Hahn, o_p. cit. , p. 122 . 
. 2 
Boome, E. T. , and Richa:tdons, M. A. , The Nature and Treat-
ment o£ Stammering, (New York: E .. P. Dutton and Company, 1932). 
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•stuttering•. rr1 
Once sidedness has been determined, Bryngelson believes that 
the client should refrain from activities in which either side as.s.umes 
dominance, an.d strengthen the donrlnant side through e;x:ercis.es. The 
client must accept himself as. a stutterer, and learn to· re-evaluate 
2 
hims:el£ in terms o£ his as.sets_ and liabilities. .. 
The ca.tegory of llco.D$titutional causati.onfl may be divided into 
11de£icits of the central nervoua system tt and nps.ysiolog!-cal m.aJiunc-
In the category lfdeficits of the central nervous. system n are. in-
eluded the concepts. of conius.ed dominance o£ Bryngelson and Travis, 
Swi£t 1s concept o£ the malfunction .of the visual area o£ the corte:x:,· and 
Boom:e tg conc:ept of ·Hneuropathic tr proclivity. 
Within the category of 11physiological mal£uncti.on 11 are include.d 
Westls theory of ttdysphemia 11 as a. result o£ disrupted metabolisxn, 
and Van Ri_p·errs con·cept o£ a general cons:titutional propensity for 
Jtdysphemia 11• 
1Ha.hn, op. cit., p. 19. 
2 
!bid. pp. 2h·Z6. (and) Bryngelson, Bryng, Chapman, M. and 
Hans.on, c:-;--Know Youraelf: A workbook for Thos..e Who Stutter, (rev.) 
(Minnesota: Burgess Publishing Company, 1950). 
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N. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
Although the theories. reviewed in this chapter appear to be 
widely divergent~ upon clos.er examination they are essentially highly 
similar. All agree as to contributing etiological factors~ while the 
main area of contention seems. to b.e the es.tablishment of a primary 
causative factor. Thus, there is :merely a difference in emphasis 
placed upon several etiological facto-rs, rather than a difference in 
all-encompas.sing theoretical concepts. 
The specific therapeutic techniques employed are highly simi ... 
lar; however, the rationale upon which their choice is, based is 
dissident. 
= 
= 
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GHAPTERID 
PROCEDURE 
I. CONSIDERATIONS INVOLVED IN CHOOSING AN APPROACH 
TO THE PROBLEM 
The ideal manner in which to investigate current techniques used 
in stuttering therapy would have been through direct observation of 
.actual therapy .sessions. Obviously, this manner of investigation was 
neither feasible nor practicable as an approach to: this project at this 
tim. e. 
Another method to obtain the desired information would have be.en 
to ask :the various informants to respond to a check list of techniques. 
These investigators felt, however, that such a check list would not 
reveal the frequency .or the particular group with which certain techni-
ques were employed. 
If informants were asked to reply by letter, stating their theory 
and therapy regarding s.tuttering, information might not be complete, 
and difficulty in tabulation and validation would occur. 
An additional manner in which therapeutic technique.s might have 
been investigated .would have been through distribution of a complete 
case history of a stutterer, r.equesting the informants to state the 
therapeutic techniques they would employ with this hypothetical client. 
===#=l"f'.L:,ll;l-._,.:;y• ""if:::Q"'~n_-r_n, .... "J:, ... ~:m:n.nl.cL.h"" H.,......1+or1 .;.,., +"h"'+ .n.n1"\r ·h:o,l"'."hni nn"""' nqe_d __ ·w:lth onP. 
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individual, representing .one age group and one level of severity, would 
be sampled. 
It was our plan to cover a wide range of therapeutic techniques, 
and at the same. time take into .consideration some of the qualifying fac-
tors such as age range, frequency of use, severity of stuttering, and 
group and individual practice. It was believed that a survey form. con--
taining all therapeutic techn:tques recently m.entione.d in the professional 
litexatuxe and _providing for the qualification of responses, would meet 
the requirements which these investl.gator.s. believed to be of greatest 
importance. 
However, it was impossible to qualify the responses in terms of 
four factors. Therefore, the qualification of the severity of stuttering 
was eliminated for two reasons: (I) There is discrepancy and confusion 
as to the definition of a 11mild11, flmoderate 11, or 11severe rr stutterer 1 
(2} Age range and frequency would provide more m.ea,njngful information 
with regard to therapeutic practice. 
n. SELECTION OF SOURCES FOR SURVEY CONTENT 
Although many books and periodicals pertainjng to stuttering 
theory .and therapy were read, the choice ·of specific material from 
which the statements in the survey. form were to be developed, was de-
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pendent upon the fulfillment of th'l'ee criteria. 
Date of Publication 
This suryey fo.rm was to be designed to obtain information con-
cerning current the'rapeutic techn:iques utilized in therapy with stutter-
·ers. Therefore3 it was believed by the investigators~ that all c-q.rrent 
techniques would have appeared in the profes.sionalliterature in the 
last fifteen yeaxs. Even though particular the.ories. :regarding stuttering 
may have been propounded before 1940, the reappearance of any a-uch 
mater:l.al in the profess:l.onalliterature would seem to indicate that these 
theories. and therapies .are being employed currently. By delimiting 
the .:material cove.:red in this way, it was believed that two i.:r:nportant 
needs could be met: (1) inclusion of all current therap:eutic practices, 
and (2} exclusion of all unneces-Sary m:aterial in order to dec:rease. the 
length o:£ the survey form, and render it more answerable to the pros":" 
pective respondents. 
Originality of Material 
Upon investigation, it was found that although many authors ad-
vanced 11n:ewn techniques, they we:re, in actuality, only .:modifications 
and amalgamations of theories previously p:ropc;>sed by others. When 
duplications of this type appeared, it was from the original proponent 
of a particular techni·que that material for the survey form was 
= 
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abstracted. 
Specificity of Information 
Comparatively speaking~ while there is abundant material in the 
literature concerning stuttering theory, inio.:rmation :rega:rdin.g practical 
application of these theories is often inadequate, o:r lacking completely. 
Because this s.u:rvey £om was to be conce::rn:ed with highly _specific in-
formation, those books. andpe:riodicals which. lacked specificity o£ im--
plem.entation o£ theo:ry could not be utilized. 
m. COMPlLATION.AND UTILIZATION OF SODRCE 
MATERIAL~ 
All specific techniques in therapy advocated by a particular 
w:rite:r we:re :rephrased in as accurate a manner as. possible. ..All atate-
ments were written in the first personplu:ral, and attempts were made. 
to keep the sentence s.t:ructuxe of all a.tatements consiBtent. · 
Each statement was recorded individually on an index ca:rd~ and 
filed according to the original proponent o£ the technique. Notation was. 
niade on each card of the -other writers also. advocating employment 
oi this technique. 
Mtex all statements we:re :recorded on. the index cards, they wer 
..shuffled so that there would be :random order of presentation. It was 
believed that if the statements we:re presented in random o.:rde:r1 the 
= 
= 
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prn·spective respondents could react to.: specific statements -of techniques 
rather than to a particular approach advocated by a particular writer. 
It was hoped that the :responses would be .more valid in that they wo.uld 
rep:re.s.ent what a person actually did, rather than what he thought he 
should do if he believed himself to he an exponent of a certain s-chool of 
thought • 
. A randomized list of statements, togethe:r with the names. of the 
writers who. advocated the use of those techniques contained in the 
statements, was complled. This list, together with the section on 
Pal."ent Counseling and the £irst page of th-e survey form., was distributed 
to the members of the Seminar in Speech and Hearing at Boston Univer--
sity, and to the adviso,rs. of this project fo:r criticism. Suggesttons. and 
critical co.m.ments. .regarding content, phrasing, and iorm.at were noted 
and appropriate revis:lons. made. 
IV. GENERAL INFORMA 'r!Ol\l 
Go.mpilation of Items Regarding Respondent_s 
Policies and Pro-cedures 
It was believed that it was neces.s.ary to obtain information con ... 
ce:rning available service.s, general policle.s and procedures, and theor-
etical orientation of the respondents. Information was sought concern-
= 
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individuals were accepted fo::r therapy, compo.sition of therapy _groups, 
and approximate num.ber o£ hours of therapy :received weekly by each 
client. 
Statements rega.:~;ding policies and procedures main:tai.ned by the 
institution in dealing"with pa::rents~ were also included in the su::rvey fo:t:m 
A section of this typ-e was indicated since many Wl;'ite:ra expressed the 
opinion that parent counseling should be an integral. part o£ any therapy 
program fox young stutterers. 
Although additional information :regarding policies and proce-
dures would have been desi:rable, it was believed by the investigators 
that the shorter the su::rvey fo:rm:, and the le.ss material required involv· 
ing statistical compilation of data, the greater the number of respond-
ents to the survey form would be. 
Identifying Information 
'I'he first items on the survey form were designed to obtain the 
namea of the institution and infc;>rmant, and the department and position 
of the informant. 
Services Available 
Questions- were de.signed to determine not only the services 
available to stutterers within the institution, but also to determine those 
specialists in allied fields whose services are utilize-d. 
- 34-. 
V. CONSTRUCTION OF ANSWER SHEEt 
It was believed that in order for information obtained from the 
pro~p.ective respondents to be as meaningful as possibl~ space should 
be provided for the respondent to indica-te: (1) frequency with which a 
therapeutic techni-que is. employed, {2) age _group to which this te-chnique 
is applicable, a-ud (3) whether this technique is. employed on an indivi-
dual or group basis. 
An answer box was designed which provided the mea.n:.s. £or qual-
i£ying the responses to each statement in tenn:s o£ the above-mentioned 
factors. Directions fqr marking the answer box;md a sample form of 
the box_, were included on page two of the survey fo,rm. 1 ID£ormants 
were aske.d to indicate their re$ponse to .a particular· statement in the 
corre-spondingly numbered box _p.r.ovided them on the enclo:;Jed answer 
sheets. 
VI. METHOD OF EVALUATING THE. SURVEY FORM. 
In order to evaluate the efficacy of this instrum:ent as a measure 
1 Survey £or.m a:nd sample answer sheet may be founq in 
Appendix m. 
= 
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ment of current therapeutic techni-ques utilized with those who stutter, 
it was believed that these statements should be critically examined by: 
(1) pers.ons considered authorities in this area who have contributed to 
the understanding of the problem of stuttering through original thought 
and research, and (2} those who~ while they may not. be considered 
authorities, are, however, actively engaged in therapy with stutterers. 
It was suggested by the advisor of this pr.oject that two groups 
of respondents. be formed to evaluate this survey. The first group, 
called 11jury'fl, having twenty-five. memhers1 was. composed primarily 
oi writers of published material from which content for the statements 
in the s.urvey form. was abstracted. - 2 The second group, called ttpUottt , 
was composed of twenty-.five individuals who were conducting speech 
therapy prog:rams either privately, in the public schools, or in. college 
and university speech clinics.. 
An envelope. containing two questionnaires, a bibliography, and 
a letter of explanation written by the advisor of the project was sent to 
the jury member.s3• One questionnaire was to be returned to the 
I. 
1The list of nremhers. of the jury may be found in Appendix I. 
2The list .of members of the pilot group may be found in Appendix 
3
Letters to the jury.andpilotgroupa, anda copy of the 
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investigato"l.' s with critical comments. The bibliography was. c<;>.mposed 
of all books and periodicals u.sed in conatructing the survey form. 
The pilot gxoup: received two copies of the questionnaire~ a 
letter oi explanation from thee advis:o.:r of the project, and six answer 
.sheets. 
Both pilot and jury were ,PXovided with s.el£-addressed, stamped 
envelopes with which to :return the survey foxm to the investigatoxs .. 
All.mate:dals we:re sent. to the p:r.ospectiv:e ::respondents on. March 26, 
1956 with the :reques.t that they re~n the SUl"Vey form on o:r before 
April 23, 19 56. 
The main purpose o£ th·e pilot group was not 1o obtain specific 
data rega:rding individual practices. of the:rapeui:ic technique, hut rather 
to supplement and augment the cxiticlsms of the ju:ry by ascertaining 
the feasibility o£ answering this. particular .questionnaire accurately. 
All retu:rns :received by May 26, 1956 were arbitra:rUy coded 
within the 11ju:ry11 and 11pilot11 gxoups. AU responses £:rom members of 
the ju:ry were as.signed Roman num:erals I thxough XVIT, and all :res-
ponses. from members .. of the pilot group were as.signed alphabetical 
symbols: A through· P. 
bibllog::taphy which was. .submitted to the ju:ry _may be fou:nd in App.endix D 
- . ·. 
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All com:m:ents conce:rning each item of the S-urvey form were· re-
corded, and number of respondents. connn:enting on each item was tal-
lied. 
General criticisms of the survey wer-e recorded and g:rouped 
unde.r the following categories: (1) impressions_ -Of the project; and {2.) 
impressions of the fonnat :of the project., 
Criticisms of specific statements. contained in the questionnaire 
we.r·e cat.e:gorized as. either criticisms ·of {1) content; or {2) m·echanical 
structure of the form. These specific criticisms were further broken 
dovm into the following particular areas .of difficulty: (1) content; 
semantic difficulties, omissions. of tb.e.rapeutlc:;! ;tecchniques, differences 
in purpose for which techn.i·ques. were a_pplied, and scope of the s.tate-
xnents,. and (Z) structu:ral criticiSir.LSJ additions, de1etionsrand rearrange-
xnen.ts. and mo.difications. 
~====~==============================================+======= 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF THE SURVEY 
The total J:"e.spo.n;se to th.e survey was thirty-two# or sfxty .. fou.r 
percent. A res_pons.e of seventeen:, or si.xty-~ght percent, was re-
ceived from. the jury. A response of fifteen, or sixty percent, was re .... 
ceiv:e·d from. the pilot group. 
Any member of the jury or pilot group who reacted to the sur-
vey either by letter, by completion. o£ the form, or by submission of 
pamphlets or articles was considered as having r:esponded to the sur-
vey. When no comment "Was, given regarding a spe:Cific statement, the 
statement was considered to be acceptable. In addition, it may be 
noted that there were no comments regarding either the conte.nt or 
structure of th-e section, rrparent Counseling 11; therefore~ the entire 
s.ection has been considered acceptable and no discussion. or analysis 
is necessary. 
I. GENERAL CRITICISMS 
Respondents' Ir:np:ression:s. of Project 
All of those responding to th·e _survey expressed the belief that 
there is a great need for the type of information which this que 
= 
= 
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is designed to obtain. 
Respondents t Jm.pres.sion.s of Fonnat bf Project 
In addition, it was felt by nine.ty- seven percent of the respond-
ents that the general design of this instrument. constituted an effective 
measuring tool to fulfill the purpos.es previously stated. One jury 
respondent, however, ex,px.essed the opinion that, because techniques 
vary with the type .of case, a case h:L.story appr.oach would provide spe-
cific and concr.e.te information: on an individual basis instead of more 
general and hypothetical information which would not allow for indivi-
dual differences in interpretation and application of techniques.. T:o 
lend substantiation to the statement :r;-eported above.t the following com-
ment was made by another jury respondent, n ••••• the us.e of a thera-
peutic technique is sometimes .. more dependent upon the .type of case 
rather than the frequency with which it is used in the general therapy 
program. n The same questions, was raise.d by a member of the pilot 
g:roup when com:m.enting, 11! was bothered in answering som-e o£ your 
questions at the lower age group because they did not allow for varia-
tion in the degree of stuttering. rr. 
Resp.onses fr.qm six of the informants made :o.ote of the fact that 
the survey form was 1ong and tedious, and for this reason a large re~­
turn could not be expected. 
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IT. SPECIFIC CRITIC:CSMS 
Criticisms. o£ Content 
Semantic Confusion. With few exceptions., most respondents 
expres.sed confusion and disparate opinions regarding t.erminology. In 
- general, those s.tatements which were acceptable dealt with highly spe-
cific and concrete techniques... Correspondingly, it was found that those 
statements which were general and highly abstract caus.ed the greatest 
confusion to the respondents. The following criticisms made by the 
respondents illustrate sem.antic con:fusiom · 
1. "We use and prefer techniques to methods. It 
2. 11Some o£ the questions were particularly difficult because 
they seemed to be more designed £or persons in a college 
and university situation rather than a public school situation. 11 
3. 1'W e use and prefer children who stutter rather than stutter-
ers .. n 
4. 11The words 1insist1 and 1re.quiref should be changed to word~: 
that do not have the compulsory meaning. 11 
5. n ••. .stuttering as applied to all age groups bothers me ••• rt' 
6. nrt is strongly suggested that the word 1patientt be used in 
place o£ 'client'. n 
= 
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7. HThe questions which are negatively stated are very diffi-
cult to answer in terms o£ never:t always, etc. Very con-
fusing. t1 
Omis..sion o£ Therapeutic Techniques. It was believed by some 
respondents that not all therapeutic techniques Wel."e represented by the 
statements contained in this questionnaire. It was suggested that 
statements representing the following techniques be included in the sur-
vey form: 
1. u ••• No questions a"J:e asked, such as1 do you use the speech 
recorde.r or the pneumograph, or do you have practice over 
the telephone. n 
· 2. "Fo.r stutterers who haye a diminished power of visualiza-
tion. cal."e should be taken to se.e that pupils visualize ob-
jects rather than letters or symbols. 11 
3. uwe attempt to get the stutterer to realiz.e that he make.s his 
own trouble1 and it doesn't just happen. rt 
4. 11We enco.urage the stutterer to listen for non-fluency in 
1normal speakers• speech. rr 
5. rrr noticed tha.t there were no questions. on the teye opener t 
technique. n 
6. HI noticed a lack o£ .statements on {a) child getting a perspec 
= 
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tive of self as a person, (b) teaching knowledge of clientf·s 
assets and liabilities, and (c) What about use of general 
semantics as a technique? 11 
7. Statements. regarding G;l.ffordls technique_s of short phras.es 
and the sign principle between short phrases were not in~ 
eluded in the survey. 
8.. It is suggeste.d that statements regarding ventriloquism 
techniques be included in the survey. 
9. .Woul-d it be possible to include a section dealing with ration-
ale and goals of treatment utilized at various centers? 
10. It was felt by several info.rmants that the nui:n.ber of state-
ments devoted to the psychotherapeutic approach were not 
adequate in te;rms of the proportion of s.tatements. pertain-
ing to formal therapy. 
Differences in Purpose. It was found that while many respond-
ents employed the sam.e therapeutic techniques, the purposes which 
these techniques implemeri.ted were quite varied. Jf the respondent em-
ployed a specific technique for purposes. other than those listed in the 
statement, he was unable to answer the question. 
Scope of Questions. Several respondents expressed the opinion 
that many of the questions. were .ntoo br.oad11, and for this reason were 
= 
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clifficult to answer. This criticism: was made regarding statements 
concerning non-directive technique.s particularly. 
Criticisms .o£ Structure o£ Sll.l7vey Fo.xm 
Additions: 
1. More o£ the ques.tions .should be qualified according-to age 
range, rather than :to. group and individual. 
2. It should be specified in Item Thr-ee whether the desired 
in£.orm.ation is the total number of hours devoted to parent 
counseling sum:m.atively~ or simply the average number o£ 
hours each parent is seen. 
3~ In addition to YINever 11, uoccasionaily", °Frequentlyn~ and 
1 !Always.1 ~ it would have been helpful to have. included nsn 
fo.r 11Seldo:m n. 
4. Could there be a division o£ qu.estion:s which apply only to 
the older ages? 
Deletions: 
Difficulty was expressed in answering th._e following statements 
which were negatively stated: ·Items 35, 38~ 66, 103, 108, 115. 
Rearrangements and Modifications 
1. The placement of questions. asking for similar information. :l.n 
closer pr.oxi.mity would render the question more answerable 
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2. Only one idea should be expxessed per question~ The choice 
of neither/o:rH sho.uld be omitted. 
3. Space for age group being cl)n.sidered might well he provided 
for questions two and t,hree on. page one. 
4. Pla.c e:ment of instructions to answer _sheets. on the. second 
page was co.n:fusing. 
5. fiJ:t is difficult to . .distinguish between. group .and individual 
thexapy in answering because. sometimes we use one, some-
times the other, and most frequently both. u 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
I. SUMMARY 
The writers- ·of this thesis chose. to de·sign and to validate an e£-
fective .measuring device which would secure accurate information :re-
garding current therapeutic practic·es ·e.mployed by those dealing with 
individuals who stutter in private clinics_, public schools_, hospitals.~ 
... 
and university and college speech clinics. 
Responses were received from sixty-eight percent, o:r seven-
teen.,of the jury members~ andf:rom. sixty pe:):cent, or fifteen, of the 
I 
members o£ the pilot group, yi-elding a total response o£ sixty-four per-
cent. 
In gene):al, the survey form was favorably received and :respond· 
ents indicated a high level o£ interest in this p:r.oject. Comm.ents on the 
survey form were categorized in terms .of criticisms of content and 
criticisms of mechanical structure. 
Respondents. :reported the main limitations. of the survey fo:rm to 
be the following: {1) lack of consideration of the degree of stuttering, 
(2.) omis.sion of seve:ral therapeutic techniques, (3) semantic confusion, 
= 
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and (4) the broad s.cope of many of the statements, particularly those. 
concerned with the non-directive approach. Constructive criticism: 
was offered as to. how this survey foJ:m could be made more answerable 
in te)7m.s oi mechanical structure. 
II. LIMITATIONS 
One oi the limitations to this survey form. is the use of abstract 
language which seem:s to .decreas;e the degree .of communicability of the 
statements. It is pos.sible that this difiiculty could be lessene(4 but, 
however, never eliminated. Because. general orientation~ training, and 
levels of thought of the respondents vary1 it is . .only to be expected that 
abstra-ct terminology would convey differentnreaning.s. to people per ... 
ceiV:lng them from. different iram.e s of reference. 
The greatest lim:itation of this p.:res.ent £orm1 as pointed out by 
thr.ee r-espondents, i-s the fact that it does not allow for variation in 
terms of the individual case .• 
lli. CONCLUSION 
The response to this surv(;'ly :form indicates that there is interest 
in and a need for the type of information which this. questionnaire wa.s. 
designed to obtain. However1 it is questionable whether the approach 
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to the problem utilizt;}d by this survey form is_ the most expedient, effec-
tive and meaningful one which could be us.ed. 
The unique factors in. the framework within which the individual 
coperates and which, to some exten~ give direction and meaning to 
specific therapeutic procedure, may proye of more importance than the 
age of the client or the s.eve.rity o£ the stuttering. The reason why a 
specific therapeutic practice is utilized with o.n_e stutterer and not with 
another .of the same age is. not revealed by the measuring device ~m_ploy· 
ed in this_ project. It would appear that the atatements contained in the 
questionnaire attempt, in a sense, to fit the individual to the technique, 
:rather than to p:r:ovide for the adaptation of the techniques to the indivi-
dual. The present survey form, as designed, m:erely takes inventory 
,of rttechnique-s in stock 11• If therapy is to be purpo.siye, the techniques 
cannot be divorced from the mdividual with whom they are used. 
IV. R:gCOMMENDATIONS 
The investigators believe that the approach utilized in this sur-
vey is not the m:os.tproductive one in terms of obtaining the desired 
information. ':therefore, the r-eco;r:nm:end.ati:on is made that. th:ere be. a 
radical modification in the. approach employed for the measurement. of 
current therapeutic techniques. 
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It would s-ee.m that the mo.st .efficacious approach to the probl.em 
would be one in which primary conside:r::atiqn is given to the unique 
qualities of the individual who~ stutters. Rather than being merely an 
inventory of the technicques employed in general~ the approach would 
afford infor.m.aiion regarding specific techniques employed with a par-
ticular type of case. This approach would allow the respondent to indi-
cate, not .only the therapeutic techniques which he would use~ but also 
the reasons for his choic·e. 
These investigators strongly suggest that a case s.tudy approach 
be ut:ili~ecL in which the respondents woulcL be provi-ded with detailed in-
formation. concerning an individual who stutters. To facilitate answer-
ing, it is furthe:t suggested that the r-espondents be provided with a list 
of possible therapeutic technique.s similar to those contained in the pres 
ent su:rvey form. 
Although the cas:e study approach would limit the information 
obtainable regarding general therapeutic practices, it would, on the 
other hand, afford comprehensive and meaningful information regarding 
a specific type of cas.e. A variety of case studies. could be presented so 
that informa:tion regarding the therapeutic practices employed with dif-
ferent types of individuals who~ stutter could be made available. A con-
tribution of this kind would be most meaningful. 
·.· ......... 
_ ... :. ~·:.· ,:.'t;· ... 
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JURY 
RECIPIENT OF SUR Y.'eY FORM 
Dr. Lee E. Travis 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
University of Southern California 
Los Angeles 7, California 
Dr. Harold Westlake 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
Northwestern University 
Evanston, lllinois 
Dr. Kenneth S. Wood 
Spe·ech and Hearing Clinic 
University of Oregon 
Eugene, Oregon 
Dr. Wen dell A. Johns.o.n 
State University of Iowa 
Iowa City, Iowa 
Dr. Emil Froeschels 
Speech and Voice Clinic 
Beth David Hospital 
133 58th Street 
New York, New York 
Dr. Starley Ainsworth 
University of Georgia 
Athens, Georgia 
Dr. James. F. Bender 
James F. Bender As.sociates 
P.. 0. Box 128 
Roslyn Bights, New York 
Dr. Abraham B. Gottlober 
5 720 Wilshire Boulev:ar.d 
Los Angeles 36, California 
RESPONDENT 
Dr. W. H. Perkins 
Superviso-r of Clinical Training 
University of Southern Galiforni 
Los Angeles 71 California 
Mr. J .. Keith Graham 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
Northwestern University 
Evanston, Illlnoi s 
.Dr. K. E. Montgomery 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
University of Oregon 
Eugene, Oregon 
Dr. James Neelley 
State University of Iowa 
Iowa City, Iowa 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 
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JURY (Z) 
RECIPIENT OF SURVEY FORM 
Dr. Joseph G. Sheehan 
416 21st Place 
Santa Monica1 Galifo~nia 
Dr. George J. Wishcner 
Hwnan Resources Resident Office 
George Washington University 
2013 G Street, N. W. 
Washington 7, D. G. 
Dr. Mary W. Huber 
Los Angeles State College 
Los Angeles 271 California 
D:r. Ruth B.. Irwin 
Ohio State University 
200 Thurman Avenue 
Golum.bus 6, Ohio 
RESPONDENT 
Sa.m.e 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Dr. Charles Van Riper Same 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
Weste:r:n Michigan College .of Education 
Route 7 
Kalamazoo 87, Michigan 
Dr. Donrinick A. Barbara 
168th Place 
Jamaica, New York 
Dr. Philip J. Glasner 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
Johns Hopkins Hospital 
Baltimore~ Maryland 
Dr. Geraldine Garrison 
Speech and Hearing ServicE} 
Connecticut State Department of 
Education 
1~-1/ Hunti gton S.treet 
Same 
Same 
Same 
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JURY (3) 
RECIPI-ENT OF SURVEY :F'OE.M 
.Dr. Ruth Fitzsimons 
Warwick School Departmen-t 
38 Mystic Drive 
Warwick~ Rho de Island 
RESPOND:E!NT 
Same 
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PlLOT 
RECIPIENT OF .SURVEY FORM 
Dr. John J. OINeill 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
Ohio State University 
Colum.bus 10~ Ohio 
Dr. For-rest M. Hull 
. Bill Wilker son Hearing and 
Speech Center 
2109 Garland.Avenue 
Nashville~ Tennesse.e 
Dr. Severina Nelson 
University of illinois 
601 East John Street 
Champaign, illinois 
Miss Genevi-eve Arnold 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
University of Houston 
Houston, Texas 
Mrs. Hilda F. Amidon 
Speech and Hearing Service 
282A Sigourney Street 
Hartford, C-onnecticut 
Dr. Oliver Bloods.tein 
Speech and Hearing Center 
Brooklyn College 
Brooklyn, New York 
Mrs. Kirt M. Chapman 
Board of Education -
Speech Department 
807 N. E. Broadway 
Minneapolis 10, Minnesota 
RESPONDENT 
Dr. Bernard Jackson 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
Ohio State University 
Columbus 10, Ohio 
Dr. Frank Falck 
Bill Wilker s:on Hearing and 
Spe.ech Center 
2109 Qarland Avenue 
Nashville, Tennessee 
Naomi Hunter - Charles Davies 
Clinical Supervisors 
University of illinois 
601 East John Street 
Champaign, illinois 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 
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PILOT {2) 
RECIPIENT OF SURVE.Y FORM 
Miss Harriet M. Dunn 
Spee-ch and Hearing Service 
Vermont As s.ociation for the Crippled, Inc. 
88 Part Street 
Rutland, Vermont 
Dr. Dorothy A. Eckehnann 
Speech Clinic 
illinois State Normal Uniyersity 
Normal, illinois 
Dr. Letitia ]1. Raubicheck 
Director of Speech Im.provemen.t 
110 Livingston Street 
Brooklyn, New York 
Mr. Richard B. Fr-ench 
State Department of Public In-struction 
17th and Vnion St;reets 
Wilmington, .Delaware 
Miss Hildred A. Gro.ss 
Supervisor of Speech Correction 
453 Stimson Street 
Detroit 1, Michigan 
Miss El vena M:i.lle r 
Seattle Public Schools 
815 Fourth Avenue, No.rth 
Seattle, Washington 
Dr. .Samuel D. Rob bins 
Institute for .Speech Correction, Inc. 
419 Boylston Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Dr. Roland Van Hattum 
Board of Education 
RESPONDENT 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 
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PILOT {3.) 
RECIPIENT OF SURVEY FORM 
(Van Hattum- Continued) 
13 Fitzhugh Street, South 
Roches.te:r, New York 
RESPONDENT 
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LETTER TO PILOT AND JURY 
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COPY OF LETTER SUBMITTED TO THE PlLOT GROUP 
As we attem.pt to provide the best possible therapy for stut-
terers, we have be-come more and more interested in the extent to 
which various. techniques of therapy for stutterers are used in univers.i 
and hos.pital clinics and in public school pr-ograms. 
In. order to determine what types of therapy are being used, 
two of our students, Patricia Palmer (B.A., Rockford GoJ1ege) and 
Marilyn Watkins (B.S., Boston UniverSity) have prepared a survey 
form under the direction of Dr. Albert Murphy and myself. 
Would you be willing to participate in a pilot study by filling 
out the enclosed survey form.? The pilot study will enable us to im-
prove the form. before sending it out on a large s.cale next year. In. 
addition to checking the type!? o£ therapy you use, we would appreciate 
it if you would tell us whether any questions are difficult to understand, 
whether s.ome questions should be eliminated, or whether certain tech-
niques you used are not included among the statements.. 
I£ you are willing to help us. improve the form. by filling it out 
and giving us your reactions, will you please return the completed form. 
by April 23, 1956. 
We have enclosed a copy for your files. Would you please 
write any suggesj;ions. you may have on the form. and return it in the 
enclosed stamped envelope? 
Any assistance you can give u·s will be g.reatly appreciated. 
Sincerely yours., 
Wilbert L. Pronovost, Ph. D. 
Director, Speech and Hea:.ring Center 
c 
COPY OF LETTER SUBMITTED TO THE JURY GROUP 
As we attempt to train our stud~nts to provide more effec-
tive therapy for stutterers, we have become more and more interested 
in the extent to which various techniques of therapy for stutterers are 
used in university and hospital cclinics and in public school programs. 
ln order to deter:mine what types of therapy are being used, 
two of our graduate assistants~ Patricia Palmer (B. A., Rockford 
College) and Marilyn Watkins, {B.A., Boston University), have prepa.r 
ed a survey form under the direction of Dr. Albert Murphy and myself. 
The survey form consists of statements drawn from the literature per ... 
taining to iechnique·s us:ed in therapy for stutterers. 
We propose to validate the -survey form by obtaining reac-
tions to the form from authorities on stuttering and directors o£ therapy 
programs and from a pilot study in selected clinics and public schools. 
Would you be willing to give us. your opinion o£ the enclosed 
survey form? We have enclos.ed a copy for your files. Would you ple 
write any suggestions you may have on the form and retllxn it to us in 
the enclosed stamped envelope. 
We would appreciate it i£ you would please indicate whether 
each question is worded clearly and accurately. .Also, please check 
any questions which you feel are superfluous and should be eliminated. 
If there are techniques which you use which are not included in the sur-
vey form, plea:se S-uggest statements which should be included. 
Attached is a list of the books on which the statements are 
based. 
We plan to use the validated survey form next year. How-
ever, in order to complete the validation before the end of the present 
academic year, we would appreciate it i£ you could send us your reac-
tions by Ap:rll 23, 1956. 
If we can have your help in P.eveloping the best possible sur-
vey form, we should be able to determine what techniques of therapy 
= 
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LETTER TO JUR. Y GROUP - (2) 
are being used for stuttere.rs in clinics and public schools th:roughout 
the country. We will send you an abstract of the results. 
We appreciate any suggestions you can make. 
Since.reJ,y yours.., 
Wilbert L. Pronovost.., Ph. D. 
Directo-r, Speech .and Hearing Center 
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APPENDIXIU 
COPY OF ANSWER SHEET AND SURVEY FORM ANNOTED WITH 
CRITICAL COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC STATEMENTS 
= 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SPEECH AND.HEARING CENTER 
Suxvey of Techniques Used in Stuttexing Thexapy 
Name of Institution: 
Na.J::ne -of Infoxm:ant: Dept. Position 
--------------- ----------- ----------
1. Do you offer therapy for stutterers? Yes No 
------- -----
2. Stutterers axe seen for therapy approximately hours pex week. 
---
3. The average duration of a therapy session for stutterers in our 
clinic is appxo:rlma tely 
-------
4. .Age Range: 
a. We do not .accept stuttexexs undex the age of 
--------------b. We do not accept stuttexe;rs over the age of 
-----=-::---
c. We accept stutterexs. regardless of age. Yes No 
---
5. Consultants whose services are used include (Check) 
( ) a. Neuxologist ( ) d. Psychiatrist 
( ) b. School Psychologist ( ) e. Child Guidance Centex 
( } c. Clinical Psychologist ( ) f. Other {Specify) 
6. I do, do NOT, (cross out one) believe that stutterexs as a group 
have peculiar personality chaxactexistics which distinguish them as 
a gxoup. (answex on back o£ sheet) 
7. If the answer to 6. is affirmative, 
a. What do you believe is the most outstanding characteristic? 
b. Do you believe that: 
I. Deviant per s.onality characteristics axe the cause of the 
stuttering? Yes No 
---;---:---'"-
II. Stuttering is the cause .of deviant pers.onality charactexis-
tics? Yes No 
---.,---m. Stuttering and deviations of personality occur concomitant-
ly? Yes No ___ _ 
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Survey o£ Techniques Used in Stuttering Therapy - {2) 
8. If stutterers are seen in groups 1 these are composed of: 
( ) a. only individuals classified as stutters 
( ) b. individuals displaying other types of speech disorders 
( ) c. ,members "of the same sex 
( ) d. members of both sexes 
9. Does the same therapist work with the same client in both the group 
and individual settings? Never Occasionally 
..-----Frequently Always · 
= 
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DIRECTIONS FOR COMPLETING THIS FORM 
The following questions should be answered in the boxes provided on the 
enclosed answer sheets. Age groups have been categorb;ed as follows 
for the purposes of this inquiry: 3-6 yrs; 7-ll yrs; 12.-15 yrs; 16 I. 
N (never); 0 (occasionally); F (frequently); A (always) are the symbols 
which have been adopted for the purpose of indicating the frequency 
with which such therapeutic pr-actice is employed. The Le.tters (G) and 
(I) which have been inserted in each block represent group and individual 
respectively and should be circled as indicated in the sample block 
below. 
SAMPLE: 
N 0 
3-6 ID GI 
7-ll GI G'l) 
12-15 GI GI 
161- GI GI 
F A 
GI G I 1 
GI '(OJ! 
GI GI 
G I. GI 
A. We teach the client how to 
stutter more easily. 
The circle of both (G) and {I) oppo-
site 3-6 yrs. age range indicates 
that with children from 3-6 this prac 
tice is Never employed. 
Jn the blocks opposite 7-11 you will 
notice that the (I) has been circled 
in the second column which indicates 
that individual therapy is ca:t:ried 
out Occasionaliywith children within 
the 7-ll yr. age range. However, th 
circling of the (G) in column 11A 11 in-
dicatea that this practice is Always 
employed with groups of children in 
the 7-11 yrs. age :range. 
The succeeding columns opposite the 
:temainjng age groups have been 
circled in a similar manner. 
1. 
z. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
= 
We attempt to decrease and/or modify secondary characteristics 
by having the client observe his. :t:eaction in a mirror. 
No com.Inent :made. 
We encourage the client to develop a sense o£ hm:nor about his 
stuttering. 
One jury :respondent commented "how? 11• 
We attempt to solve the client's emotional conflicts. 
Four pilot respondents indicated that they were confused by 
this question. 
One pilot :respondent suggested that ttsolve 11 be. changed to 
'lhelp''· 
One ju:ry respondent suggested that "solve 11 be changed to "worl< 
through". 
We bring the stuttering blc;>ck and associated speech characteris-
tics to the attention o£ the client and assist him in the development 
o£ unemotional and objective attitudes toward these mannerisms. 
One jury respondent suggested that rtof unemotional and" be 
deleted. 
We urge the client to analyze movements involved in specific 
speech manneriSD:l.S and purpo-Sefully to imitate and/ or modify 
them. -
One pilot respondent commented thal.;ilzts question includes 
both the psychology of imitation and the psychology o£ modifi-
cation. 
One jury reSpondent suggested that "analyze 11 .be changed to 
11exa:rnine 11• 
We encourage the client to J:nas.te:r situations in which his stutter-
ing receives unfavorable attention. 
Two pilot respondents co.n:unented that this s.tatement was vague 
and should be more specific. 
One jury respondent suggested that "master" be changed to 
read to ''live withrt. 
We attempt to cultivate within the client a fe.eling o£ well-being 
and mental ease. 
Three pilot respondents were c-onfused by this question. 
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8. We train the client not to be affected by the reactions and judg-
ments of othe.;rs concerning his speech through the use o£ pseudo-
stuttering. 
One ju:ry respondent suggested that 11we train the client not to 
be affected by the~ etc. If to read, Hwe train the client to be 
less affected, etc. u. 
9. We believe that the client po.sseases within himself the capacity 
to resolve his .conflicts if given an .atmosphere conducive to this. 
Four pilot respondents,expressed confusion regarding this 
question. 
10. . We attem_pt to decrease and/ or modify secondary characteristics 
by building up a desire in the client to rid himself of this reaction. 
One pilot respondent co.mrnented that this question was diffi-
cult to .answer for lower age groups. 
ll. We expect the client to relinquish all activities such as typew:dt-
ing and piano playing in which neither hand assum.es dom.ina.:Q.ce. 
No com.rnents were rnade. 
12. We teach the client to learn to :recognize and control cues which 
precede and precipitate secondary characteristics. 
No comrnents were made. 
13. We teach the client to lo.ok at his speech pr.ob1em. frankly and un-
emotionally by analyzing his stuttering block. 
One pilot respondent commented that the word 11analyze 11 is not 
quite right £or six year olds. 
One. jury respondent suggested that 11unemotionallyn be changed 
to 11objectively 11• 
14. We teach the client general relaxation of the bo.dy. 
No co:m:o:xents. were made. 
15. We teach the client to look at his speech problem:. frankly .and un-
emotionally by studying the history, causation and therapy £or 
stuttering. 
One jury respondent sugges.ted that 11unemotionally11 be changed 
to "objectivelyn. 
= 
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16. We attempt to remove speech conflicts in the home. 
One jury responden_t suggested that th-e word 11remove t1 be 
changed to 111essentt. 
17. We attempt to make group experience the core of our therapeutic 
program. (disregard G and I; check age range and frequency} 
One pilot respondent -eom:tnented that this statement was con-
fusing. 
18. We require the client to analyze his s.tutte:ring reaction. 
One jury resp·onde.nt suggested that the word uanalyze It be 
,changed to rtunderstandrr. 
19. We attempt to decrease and/or modify stuttering through elin:rinat-
ing the secondary characteristics. 
One pilot" respondent suggested that the words rtdecrease and/ -
or" be deleted. 
20. We attempt to establish the co.nditioned reflex of normal speech 
through client/therapist speaking and reading in unison. 
Two pilot reS-pondents expressed &.fficulty in answering this 
question because~ although they utilize this technique, it is 
used for a different purpose. 
21. ·We give the client assignments. which require him to employ 
pseudo-stuttering in ~ecific situations. 
One jury res..pondent suggested that flpa.eudo-s..tuttering" he 
changed to 1'bouncingrr. 
22. We analyze the stuttering by having the client observe the reaction 
in a mirror. 
No comments. were made. 
23. We attempt to instill in the ~lient a sense. of rhythm which will 
fo.ster better coordination of the paired speech musculature. 
Two pilot respondents commented that this technique is. only 
employed in cases in which disrhymia is an associated condi-
tion. 
24. We attempt to teach the client to stutter more easily. 
One pilot and one jury respondent did not understand the ques-
tion. Th~y_ believed it is too broad to be answerable 
-7 ... 
25. We attempt to decrease. and/or modify secondary characteristics. 
No c~nunents were made. 
26. We teach the client to, view the. utilization of secondary character-
istics as a defect and as. an indication o£ failure. 
Three pilot respondents and two jury respondents expressed 
concern over the use of wo.:t'ds "failure 11 and rtdefectrr. One 
of the pilot ret;;pondents added 11Isn 1t this a double-barreled 
question? 11• 
~ 27. The client must understand and accept the rationale upon which 
therapy is base.d by acquiring a. content knowledge of the aspects 
and theories of stuttering. 
One jury respondent suggested that the word nshouldH replace 
the word rrmustn. 
28. We attempt to establish the conditioned reflex of normal speech 
by reading to the client. 
0ne pilot respondent commented that this. technique was used 
but for a different_purpose. 
29. The client must understand why he em.plo;ys secondary chaxacter-
isti·cs.. 
One pilot respondent expressed the .opinion that. the word "must~ 
is, a bit too st:tong. 
30. We help the stutterer co;ntrol his blocks by adopting a stuttering 
pattern which he does. not normally use. 
No comments were made. 
31. We encourage the client to develop in social skills such as sports, 
crafts, and the arts. 
No comments were .made. 
32. We attempt to replace old undesirable speech patterns with new 
ones in which the speech mus.culature functions smoothly. 
No comm.enta were made. 
33. We attempt to. establish speech ca.nditions of a favorable nature 
both in school and play. 
No comments. were made .. 
:::: 
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34. We require the. client to scrutinize his use of anticipatory and re-
lease reactions. 
No comments were made. 
35. We .do not inform the client~ or ask the client to inform himself 
by reading about the nature and causes of his problem. 
Seven pilot respondents and o.ne jury respondent indicated con ... 
fusion on this question, coll:l.!nenting that it is negatively stated. 
36. We believe that the client must recognize and accept the tempor-
ary e:xistance of his stuttering problem. 
One jury respondent fllggested that the word "temporary!t be 
omitted. 
37. We teach the client. to coordinate speaking and writing activities-
through the simultaneous production of these activities. 
One pilot respondent commented that this. approach is uaed, 
but for a different purpose. 
38. We do not atte;rnpt to offer the client any advice. 
Six pilot respondents and -one jury respondent indicated confu-
sion on this ques:tion, cOll:l.!nenting that it is negatively stated. 
39. The client is. asked to critically observe, note, and analyze inci-
dents .in which he employs avoidance techniques. 
No comments were made. 
4q». We help the client learn to control his stuttering by having him pre .. 
diet the occurrence of stuttering blocks during oral reading. 
41. 
42. 
No co.nunents were made. 
We teach the stutterer methods of preventing the occurrence of 
stuttering blocks. 
Four pilot respondents felt that this statement is Hnot clearH, 
is 1tambiguousn and 1tawkwordly stated'\ 
One pilot respondent commented that 1'I don it like the words 
1m:ethodsf and 'prevent' rr. 
We attempt to establish habits conducive to good mental and physi .. 
cal hygien_e. 
One pilot responde.nt suggested the use of the word ttencourage tt 
--
= 
= 
43. At the onset .of therapy~ we attempt to define the therapeutic 
structu.r e in positive manner asr 
ttThis is. your time and in this roam you may express 
your self as you wish. Jt 
Two pilot respondents conn:n:ented that this was done indirectly, 
not directly. 
44. We insist that physical or nervous fatigue be kept at a minimum. 
Two pilot respondents co;r:n:m,ente.d that this question is lldouble-
barrele·d11. 
One pilot and one jury respondent felt that the word llinsist 11 is 
too strong and should be changed to rturgett or Ttsuggestll. 
One pilot respondent co.mmented that rrthis que"Sti.on. overlaps. 
#42. It is. not the what but the how. n. 
45. We suggest that the client dis-continue practic-es of word and sit-
uational avoidances.. 
One pilot respondent questions the word rrsugge.sttt. 
One jury respondent sugges.ts that wor.d Hdisco.nti.nuert be 
changed to t1J.eRsentt. 
46. We teach the client tq look at his. .speech pr-oblem frankly and un-
emotionally through the use of pseudo .. s.tuttering. 
No comments were made. 
4 7. We define limitations of the therapy situation to the client when 
the. client1s behavior m.akes this necessary. 
Six pilot respondents corn:rnented that this statement is 11not 
clear n, Hconfusing 11 and 1fno.t limiting enough in sco_pe n. 
48. We insist that the client have a well balanced diet. 
Five pilot respondents and one. jury respondent suggested that 
the word 11insistH be changed to lfurge H~ rt.s.uggesttt or tfb.ope tt. 
49. Through specific speech techniques; we help the client cont;r.ol 
his blocks. so that the degree o£ interference to communication can 
be minimized. 
One pilot re.spondent coxnm:ented that this technique :Ls. used but 
never for the purpose named in the s.tatement. 
50. We teach the client to look at his speech problem frankly and 
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unemotionally by observing himself before a mirror. 
One jury respondent comr.nented that this question 11is es.sen-
tially the same as #zzrr. 
,One jury l"espondent co.mmented that the statement is vague. 
51. W-e allow the client freedom of movement, expression, and activi-
ty within the confines of the therapy rooms, subject to the follow-
ing limitations: 
a. he must adhere to the time limits of the therapy seasion. 
b. he is not allowed to be _physically destructive toward the 
therapist, him.sel£, or t0wardproperty upon which appro-
priate restrictions have been placed. 
One pilot respondent stated that this statement is not applicable 
to public school therapy. 
Two pilot respo.ndent·s commented that the statement is nn;ot 
limiting enough in scope n. 
52. After handedness has been determined, we. insist upon unilateral-
ity in the clientTs activities. 
One jury respondent su.ggested that the word Hinsisttt be changec 
to rturge n. -
53. We recommend to the adults. with whom the client comes into close 
contact that they create as many pleasant speech situations as: 
possible. 
No comments were m.ade. 
54. We give assignments which put the client into painful situations in 
which he is required to react as o.bjectively as possible. 
No comments were made. 
55. We allow free expression of aggr-ession. and hostility as long as it 
does ·not violate the therapeuti-c limitations. 
One pilot respondent wonders i£ the statement refers only to 
verbal expression. 
56. W-e attempt to make individual therapy the core of our therapeutic 
program, supplementing this with group therapy when necessary. 
(disregard Q and I; check age :tang e. and frequency. ) 
No co:m.:r:nents were made .. 
= 
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57. We teach the client to lo-ok at. his speech. problem frankly and un-
emotionally by freely discussing s.tutte:dng1 not only with the 
therapist, hut also with others with whom the client comes in 
contact. 
One jury respondent suggested that the word Jtunen:xoti.onaJ.ly" 
be changed to 11objecti.vely". 
58. We attempt to erase memories_ o£ unpleasant speech difficulties 
in the past so that thes.e s_peech difficulties will not be anticipated 
in the futw:e. 
Three pilot respondents. were confused as to the meaning .of 
this statement_ and felt it should be more limiting in scope. 
59. We attem_pt to develop :l..n th.e client the ability to conscienciously 
control the mechanics of articulation. 
Two pilot respondents exp.ress.ed confusion over exact meaning 
of statement. 
One pilot respondent ques:tionedr 1'Wh.en no articulatory devia-
tion exists? n. 
60. We insist that the client repla-ce attitudes. of shame and embarrass 
ment with objective attitudes towards his· stuttering. 
Five pilot respondents expres.sed the upinion that. the word 
"insistrt should be changed to a wo.rd not expressing compulsory 
meaning. 
One jury res.p(;>ndent suggested that Hshame and embarr.as.sment 
be modified to read nsel£-recriminationn. 
61. We advise that the client refrain from over stimulating or exciting 
activities. 
No. connn.ents_ were ,made. 
62. We attempt to establish a dominant hemisphere. 
No c.omments. were made. 
63. We attempt to eliminate the secondary characteristics. 
One pilot and one jury respo.ndent questioned whether this tech ... 
nique were direct .or indi;t<ect. 
64. We attempt to erase unpleasant speech. memories by distracting 
the. client im:m.edi.ately after the occurrence of .a stuttering block. 
= 
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1\fo comments were .ma.de. 
65. We attempt to decrease and/or .modify seconda.ry charact~ris:tics 
through having the client predict the occurrenc·e of his reaction. 
One pilot respondent ques:tions this statement. 
66. We avoid calling attention to areas in which the client is· deficient. 
Two pilot respondents expre.sse.d the opinion that this. stat.e-
ment_ is yague and stated negatively. 
67. We discourage. fluencyc;>f s,:Peech wihch is. a re:sult of attitudinal 
changes. rather that the result<;>£ conscious. effo-rt to control. 
F.our pilot r-espondents. indicated confusion and lack of clarity 
in this. statement. 
6 8. Through suggestions. we attempt to ,develop in the client the abil-
ity to willfully relax. 
One pilot and one jury res_pondent indicated that this. statement 
was :not clearly defined. 
69. We attempt, through suggestion and .relaxation, to channel the 
client's: thqughts away from th·e :mechanics of .speech. 
One pilot respondent was concerned with the. 1'in.di:rect approach' 
one pilot resp.ondent thought the statement waS. nbt clear~ and 
one pilot respondent did noj:.like the use of ttsuggestio.n n. 
70. We teach the client to place :the .articulators in the correct position 
for th.e feared smm.d, :and then -wait for the spas:m to s.uhside. 
One pilot respondent questioned meaning of 1'penalizen. 
NOTE: Com.m:ent does not seem to refer to question. 
71. We attempt to teach the client tf'breath- chew:i.ngn techniques while 
spea:ldng and reading words. 
One pilot respondent commented that this. was .only done 11i£ 
breathing and jaw action we..re ttight' n. 
72. We attempt. to develop an attitu,de in the client toward Sp.eech pro ... 
· duction which is . .sin::d.lar to. the o-ne he. holds. toward the auto:rnati.c 
activity .of chewing. 
One pilot respondent commented that th.e staten:ent was nvaguen. 
= 
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73. We .attempt to give the eli~ pleasant and su.cce.ssful experiences 
with speech by manipulating the conversation. 
No comments ware :made. 
74. We penalize .the client tb.:rough temporary suspension £rom.. the 
therapy program if he doe . .$ not coope.ra'te with the. prco.gra;m. 
,One pilot and o:r:ta jury recSponde.n.t d:td not like the term. rtpenal-
i24e n, while .one pilot r es,po.ndent commented that this was never 
us:ed. 
75. We train: the client not to be affected by reactions and judgments 
of .others concerning his. S,peech3 by having him. exagge:rate his 
self _pity. 
One jury re-Spondent would p.refe:r Hprepa:17en instead :of trt;rainn. 
Two jury :respondents and one pilot resp:ondent expressed con-
fusion and dis:ag:reem.ent respectively. 
76. We attempt to erase unpleasant .s,pe.ech memories by having tho ae 
in contact w.i th the. -client stutter occasionally. 
One jury respondent thought the item was. impracticable. 
77. W-e encourage the client fo find for himself new ways. of stutte:ring. 
One pilot re:spo.ru:le.nt ques.tione.d the m:eanin_g :of the phrase 
Hwa ys of stuttering rt. 
78. We encou:rage the client to a-ttempt speech only wh.en the speech 
m.uscu1ature is rela:x;ed. 
One pilot :respondent found the question difficult to answer. 
79. We inform parents and teachers of the nature .o£ s.tuttering so. that 
they will react un.em.otionally to. the clientts speech. 
,One pilot respondent replaced n:.iro that n with 11hoping n. 
One jury respondent in.:s.e.rted les.s, before unemotionally. 
80. We teach the client to conunence expiration an.d speech pr.oduction 
Bimultaneo'USly. 
One pilot .respondent commented that this is. done o.nly when 
exhalation is dishn::b:ed. 
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81. Wee beli'eve that stuttering is a sym.ptom. of som:e inner distress 
and therefore we do :;not deal directly with stuttering. 
Two pilot respondents:. and one ju:ry respondent co:ro:r.nented on 
the co.nfusion of meaning in the term 11inner distre~ts n. 
One pilot respondent thought it rrawkwardtt and one pilot rea-
pendent commented that the .S.tateme:o.t was ndouble ... barreledH. 
82. We atte;mp.t to decreas..e:and/or mo-dify .secondary characteristics 
through analysis of the :reaction by the client. 
No comments. we.re made. 
83~ We .attempt to dec:re.ase a:n.d/or mo-dify .secondary characte.:ris.tics: 
by having the ~lient consciously repeat the reaction. 
N-o comments. we:re made .. 
84. We attempt to :make the client realize that the _gains de:riveci fr.om 
the employm:ent of secondary characteristics. are o:oly tempo:r.ary. 
No com:r::nents were .tna de. 
85. We emphasize any particular area in which the client expe:rie.nces 
su·c·cess. 
No com:rnen.ts were made .. 
86. We insist that the client have a tho:rough m.edical examination at 
the outs-et of therapy. 
One pilot respondent s.tated that this pr.oc.edure was s..tanda:t;-d 
clinical policy. 
87. We penalize the client fo:r failure to eliminate secondary charac-
te.ris:tics in specific situations after these characteristics have 
be:en.analyz:ed and Ull.derstood by fue client. 
Two pilot .and two jury respondents com.m:'ented on the. use of the 
term npelialize n. 
88. We require the client to keep a record of his daily performance in 
.speech activity. 
One pilot res_p·ondent stated that clients kept a record o£ talking 
time and blocks. 
89. We .attempt to develop an aural awareneS-s .o£ speech in the client. 
No comments we.re .tnade. 
= 
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90. We attempt to increase the client1.s breath capa~ity through breath-
ing- speaking exercise!?~ 
One pilot respondent commented that this. technique was. used 
when stuttering was the only problem. 
One pilo-t respondent used it o.nly when the client spoke on in-
halation. 
91. We teach the client to. use s;pecificc speech techniques first in: 
syllable~ words:. phrases~ ~entences and finally, in spontaneous 
speech. 
One pilqt re~pondent uses this only when stuttering is the only 
problem:. 
9Z. We urge the client to choose an OCC1J.pation which contains the 
easiest typ.e of speaki:rg situations. ;(or him. 
One pilot respondent remarked that it ndepends on the clienttt. 
93. We recommend s.edation under medical supervision so that the 
effects of cortical inhibition will be minimized. 
Three pilot responde..nts co.l:IJ.In_ented that the pediatritio.n does-
this occasionally. 
One pilot respbndent wondered if it could be employed for rea-
sons other than c;o:rtical inhibition. 
94. We attempt to eradicate faulty motor habits and inappropxiate 
emotional responses by reiterating pJ,easant and succes.sful speech 
si tuationa. 
One jury re.spondent suggested us.e of 11J.ess.enn in place a£ 
rteradicate n. 
One pilot respondent remarked that it was 11double-barreledrr. 
95. We reco.m.m:e.nd thatpa:ren.ts .and tea:cher-s. be well info.rm.ed con-
cerning learning :tP-~ory and personality development. 
One pilot respondent com.mented i:hat the item was intellectual 
rather than operational. 
96. We attem.pt to uncover the clientts basic attitudes which m.otivate 
his behavioral patterns. 
One pilot re:spon..dent stated that thia was done tb.r:ough parents 
and observations .. 
= 
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97. W-e do not assume the. role qf .a t~acb.e:r::r but rather become an 
active listener~ crea:ting an.atn:rosphere in wlrl,ch the client is 
free. to express any and all feelings .. 
One .:pilot respondent expres.sed dislike o£ tlan.yandalln. 
98. We help the client to interpret his' m.ann~rism::s1 general behavior 
and its motivation. 
Two pilot :respondent~ expressed confusion of .m:eaning of 
Tlb.elpll. 
99. We help the client achleve u.nd~stan-~ o£ his hehavi.o:r and the 
_problems which have caus·ed the behavior. 
Two pilot :respondents work with parents. in this area. 
100. We . .are :accepting o£ whatever feelin:gs :j:he clie,nt is able to release. 
No comments were made. 
101. We feel thci.t once the client under stan~ l::ds- problema (;!.nd behavio:r 
it remains with the. client to decide h.ow he will deal w.I.th this 
knowledge <1f self. 
Three pilot :resppndents. feel age is ci.n important factor and one 
exp.re;ssed -confu.sion.o£ the word 1lp.rqble:rnst·t. 
102. We insist that the client ahstain from aJl.supe.:rfluous fo.nns. of oral 
gratification; i. e. , am.oking~ chew:l.ng, etc. 
One jury :respondent commented Hwhy? u. 
103. We do' not qu.estio.n the client, but only reflect and clarify what he 
has expres.sed.' · 
Four pilot :res.pondents found this item:: confusing and ne:gatiyely 
stated. 
104. We attempt to build up the clientls confide-nce b:y pointing out to 
h:im. that he is physically able to pro.duc'e normal speech.. · 
One pilot respondent feels.. this idea can be dangerous if not 
done subtly. 
105. We attempt to build -up the client's c6n£ide:n:.ce in comm:unicating 
verbally even though he stutters .. 
No con:nnents~ made. 
= 
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106. We expect the client only to modify and control his stuttering, not 
to eliminate it. 
One pilot respondent commented that this item was not applica-
ble to the lower age group. 
107. We attempt to understand all of the feelings expressed by the 
client. 
Two pilot :respondents questioned use of the word 11allll. 
108. We do not attempt to adjust the client to an unfavorable environ-
ment, but rather we create an ideal environment for the client 
until such time as correct speech production has been established. 
Two pilot respondents found this item confusing because of the 
negative statement. 
109. We ask teachers andpa:rents to treat the stutterer in the same 
manner as other normal children are treated. 
One pilot re_spondent suggested changing Pother normal children 1 
to 11non-stuttere:rs 11• 
One pilot respondent did not feel group and individual made any 
difference. 
One pilot respondent felt under standing of clinical viewpoint 
essential. 
110. We attempt to remove all situations in which the stuttering acquire 
value or becomes :rewarding. . 
Three pilot respondents were confu_sed by the meaning of the 
item and use of the absolute rtallll. 
ill. We attempt not only to understand the feelings expressed by the 
client, but to sympathize with him. 
Four pilot respondents commented that it was 11not clear 11• 
liZ. We attempt to help the client to :recognize his inappropriate :reac-
tions and :replace them with mo:re appropriate ones. 
No comments we:re made. 
113. We attenJ.pt to .c-QJJ.Bt:ruct social situations in which it is possible 
for the client to work through interpersonal difficulties. 
No comments were made. 
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114. We attempt to manipulate the client's home environment for the 
purpose of creating an atmosphere free from sources of tension 
and conflict. 
One pilot respondent questioned use of word rtmanipulate 11• 
115. We do not try to regulate the- activities of the client in any way. 
Six pilot respondents were puz.zled by the negative statement. 
116. We help the client control his blocks th!!:!ough the use of delayed 
response techniques. 
No comments were ::m.ade. · 
117. We attempt to teach th-e client methods of avoiding fear which pre-
cipitates the stuttering blocks. 
Seven pilot respondents commented that the item was 11yague n, 
1!ambiguous 11 and questioned use of the word "methods H. 
118. We have the client practice bilateral activities for the purpose of 
fostering better coordination of the paired speech musculature. 
One pilot respondent commented that he does this rarely. 
119. We utili.ze simple conversational situations to encourage the mem-
bers-of the group to respond to one another. (disregard G an.d I; 
check age range and frequency. } 
No comments were made. 
120. We attempt to utilize conversational situations commonly exper-
ienced by the client in which speech is natural and meaningful. 
No comments were made. 
121. We teach the client methods of avoiding fear which precipitates the 
stuttering blocks. 
Three pilot respondents found the term "methods 11 confusing. 
One pilot respondent commented that this was done indirectly. 
122. We attempt to structure simple group social situations which will 
require the client to engage in verbal communication with the 
other members of the group. (disregard G and I; check age range 
and frequency) 
No comments were made. 
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123. We advise parents and teachers not to call attention to the clien.tts 
speech. 
No co:n:unents were made. 
124. We urge the client to participate in activities which necessitate 
speech. 
Three pilot respondents do this after therapy has progressed. 
One pilot r-espondent employs the practice indirectly. 
One pilot respondent que.stioned use o£ word 11urge 11• 
125. We urge the cli-ent to reject impulses to employ the established 
type o£ stuttering block, using instead a conscious alternative 
plan. 
No conunents were made. 
126. We teach the client specific :relaxation o£ the speech mechanism.. 
One pilot respondent conunented that "specific relaxation" 
might be further defined. 
:::: 
:::: 
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PARENT COUNSELING 
1. Facilities for parent counseling are available. Yes No 
--- ---
Z. Parent counseling is handled by: (check the following) 
(Please indicate when position is filled by student) 
( } Speech Therapist 
( ) Speech Pathologist 
{ ) Clinical Psychologist 
Others (Indicate} 
( ) Guidance Counselor 
( } Psychiatrist 
{ } Social Worker 
3. The approximate nw:nber of hours of counseling receiv~d by par-
ents per year is 
----
4. Parents are seen in groups , individually , both incli-
--- --~ 
vidually and in groups 
----
5. Parent groups. rarely exceed in number1 and usually do not 
have less than in number. 
6. Approximately o/o o£ parents. of stutter.ers are seen for coun~ 
seling following the initial interview. 
A. Approximately o/o of fathers of stuttere:Ps are seen 
for counseling following the initial interview. 
B. Approximately o/o of mothers o£ stutterers are seen 
for coun·seling following the initial interview. 
7. We do not see the client directly before the age o£ , but work 
only with the parent. 
8. Unless it is possible that both parent and child can be seen regu-
larly1 we do not accept the child fc;>~ therapy: 
3-6 Yr. Age Range Yes No 
----7-11 11 11 11 Yes No 
lZ-15 rr 11 n Yes. No ___ _ 
9. Parents meet with the counselor at regularly scheduled times. 
Yes No 
----
= 
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10. Parent counseling is not regularly scheduled, but meetings. are 
arranged whenever the counselor ox the parents feel it necessary. 
Yes No 
~---
11. The counselor lectures (check) 75-100% 50-75% 
----25-50% , 0-25% , Oo/o of the time. 
a. Parents are given suggestions as to how they may help the 
child at hom·e. 
Never Frequently Occasionally Always 
---
b. Parents are informed as to the possible etiologies of stutter-
ing. 
Never Frequently Occasionally . Always 
--- ----- --~ -----
c. Parents are informed as to the philosophy ;Qf therapy for 
stutterers. 
Never ___ Frequently ___ Occasionally _____ .Al ways __ _ 
lZ. The counselor sets the tone of the meetings an.d brings up the top-
ics.: 75-100% ~ 50-75% 3 25-50% , 0-25% 
Oo/o of the time. ---
13. Counselor-led discussions occur 75-lOOo/o , 50-75% , 
----25-50% , O-Z5o/o , Oo/o of the time. 
14. Parent-led discussions occur 75-lOOo/o , 50-75% 
----25-50% , 0-25% , Oo/o of the time. 
15. The parents set the tone of the meetings .and bring up the topics: 
75-lOOo/o , 50-75% , 25-50o/o , 0-25% , Oo/o -
---
-Of the time. 
16. Parents are given suggested lists of reading concerning the etiolo-
gy of/and therapy for stuttering. Never Frequently 
---Occasionally Always ___ _ 
17. Parents are given suggested lists of reading concerning the emo-
tional and behavioral difficulties. of children. Never 
---Frequently Occasionally Always 
---
= 
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18. The counselor does not asSUlne the role of a teacher, but rather 
becomes: an active listen~r, creating an atmosphere in which the 
parent is free to examine any and all feelings. Never 
.__~--
Frequently Occasionally Always 
.,.-----
19. Does the same :therapist work with both parent and child? 
Never Frequently Occasiona.lly Always 
----
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